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of the record of the Balfour Government, while reserving his main 1905-1906
attack for the whole-hogging Protection advocated by Mr. Joseph Age 53~5*
Chamberlain.   A passage from a speech at St. Andrews may bear
quoting even after the lapse of time :
" When the nation was told that the advent of a Labour Party in the
House of Commons, with a programme such as its leading members had
put forward, brought this country within measurable or perilous distance
of revolutionary change, he thought the question might be asked—c Who
were the people from whose lips proceeded this charge 1 * They were the
lips of men who, if the country had given them their way, would have
made by far the most revolutionary change in our system that had ever
been propounded in our time. There was not an item put forward by
these Labour colleagues in their programme which involved so funda-
mental, and certainly not so disastrous, a change in the conditions of
life in this country, as the return from Free Trade to Protection."
(Jan. 19.)
The overwhelming Liberal triumph which followed1 took all
parties by surprise, and not least the Liberal leaders. They had
believed that with good luck they would obtain a working majority,
but had not been at all sure whether Lord Rosebery's Bodmin
speech and Mr. Balfour ?s seemingly skilful seizure of the opportunity
to wind up his Government and exploit the Irish question against
its successors might not seriously prejudice their chances. It was
this thought which had made the prospect of a new schism in the
formation of the Government seem so ominous. The result surpassed
the dream of the wildest optimist, and the question now was whether
this enormous majority, including, as it did, Independent Labour
and large numbers of new men with original ideas, might not prove
an actual embarrassment to the Government. If this danger wag
avoided, it was mainly because the action of the Tory Party in the
House of Lords compelled the whole Liberal Party to concentrate
on a few simple issues on which there was and could be no difference
of opinion.
in
Chinese labour on the Rand had been the most embittered
electioneering topic, and Asquith did his utmost to keep it within
bounds. Looking at the legal position he considered the Prime
Minister's promise to " stop forthwith the recruitment aoid embarka-
tion of Chinese coolies " somewhat rash, and a reference to the Law
1 Apart from Irish (83) and Labour (43), 377 Liberals were returned to the 1906
Parliament. The total of Government supporters was thus 513 to 167 Unionists,
and even if all other parties had combined against them, Liberals alone would have
been a majority of 84.

